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Bullets upon bullets continued to be fired
As my heart began to pound.
Echoes of the gunfire
Blocked out every other sound.
My thoughts drifted away from me
The battlefield is where they are now.
Men upon men were dying,
But what were they fighting for?
(From a poem WW1 by Charlotte Lydiate 12 years)

PROLOGUE:
I never look back – that is unless I’m taken there and held against
my will.
Going forward has always been the only way I have been able to
survive. Looking back brings with it the painful memories and that
overriding feeling of danger, confinement and complete vulnerability.
Sitting as I was on top of a sand dune, under the heat of the
Arabian sun with the intense, sensual heat of the sand oozing through
my fingers and toes was the most unlikely of places to conceive the
idea of returning - back to the U.K.
The total quiet all around me, hearing only the echo of my
thoughts and pushing, ever pushing, memories of green grass, and tall
trees; of rain and even snow. These thoughts make me feel – homesick.
Not for any actual home that I left behind, because I’ve never
really had one of my own, not even in early childhood and that is a
mere echo down the years. Homesick for my roots embedded as they
are in some dreadful memories that I’ve pushed to the back of my
mind – sealed up in a cell within the honeycomb that I visualise my
mind to be, held tightly in place by the once gooey honey-like sealant
now dried to an amber crust, hardened by resolve to imprison it and
never again to revisit.
I knew to leave behind this wonderful heat that warms me to my
very soul, would be hard. The obvious beauty of the desert and the
slow sleepy pace of life, made worse during the height of summer
when temperatures soar beyond 55º and life is turned on its head
with people coming alive after dark and sleeping during the day. It
feels idyllic and suited me after escaping by throwing off the bondage
of one life for the freedom of the other – although it hasn’t been quite
achievable.
The trigger was a minor incident, nevertheless somehow symbolic
and huge. Standing one day at the reception desk booking into the
hotel pool area as a day guest, the Emirate man behind the desk
snatched my credit card out of my fingers, produced a slip to sign
which he slammed down on the desk. Then I waited, looking at him,

although he avoided eye contact as all men do of women in this
country - then he threw me a pen.
His rudeness irritated.
It wasn’t a whole pen, it was only the plastic casing with the
cartridge missing- it made me see that there were things missing from
this seemingly beautiful country and I picked it up and threw it back
at him catching his hand. He gave me a scornful look; found me a new
one with which to sign the credit slip.
Here women are held in utter contempt, especially Western
women and it makes me feel like an outcast. Respect isn’t something
I’m used to, however it was something that I wanted, that I needed,
otherwise I thought then I was never really going to break free.
The idea of coming back came as a complete surprise to me
sitting on this sand dune. All around me as far as I can see, is sand,
emphasising my loneliness, felt many times walking through public
places and catching the stares of the curious, the nosey and the plain
distasteful, has compounded the solitary feeling.
Standing at the check-in at Dubai airport waiting patiently for my
turn and once through the control point I do not look back. Yes,
looking back is something I never do – going back is something I have
to do to face up to my demons, confront them otherwise I will never be
free.

CHAPTER 1
She found the house, more by luck than from the directions she
had scribbled down on an old envelope; it turned out, they were
flawed anyway. The rain smudged the ink, an old habit of always
using gel pens because she liked the feel of them and how they
glided across the paper, but not waterproof.
She remembered Gavin telling her, oh years ago now and a
distant echo down a lifetime, that she was a ‘diva’ for holding out on
the pen thing, it made her laugh. A girl has to have her things about
her, how else was she to become famous as a writer? That once made
him laugh; not that there were many of those. There’s nothing much
special about me, she thought, although I know what I like and what
I want.
Except now, it was the need to lose herself and for anonymity.
She shivered as she stopped outside number 7 Alpaidd Terrace
(luckily the signs were in both English and Welsh, it stated Alpine as
well) as she took in the dark stone façade, worn almost black by the
once smoky stacks that spewed out toxic by-products of the long lost
mining industry – no one had ever thought to power wash the stone.
Why would they?
The gate hinges were rusty, the wooden frame dry and brittle,
cracked and devoid of any paint or stain that once might have
preserved the oak from degeneration – if it was oak. She pushed it
and heard the creak of the hinges, laughing inwardly at the absurd
list of D.I.Y tasks she was mentally accruing; paint the gate, oil the
hinges.
There wasn’t much to the front – well it wasn’t a garden, nor
was it a yard, just a patch of earth someone had thrown some
ornamental shale over to keep the weeds at bay. She registered
somewhere to put her large Arabian urns when they arrived.
She shivered again in the cold and the damp chill of the April
shower, thought she caught a few flakes of snow even. Back in the
country for one week and she felt frozen to the marrow as her
thoughts flew back to the heat of the desert, the warm hot sand
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under bare feet and sliding down the sand dunes feeling the heat
that they absorb during the day. She felt an awful sense of home
sickness surge through her, this time in reverse. Had she done the
right thing coming back?
The front door was bright blue where it wasn’t glass; not newly
painted although not yet with that neglected faded pallor of the
neighbouring houses. The glass was opaque and had a stained glass
pattern that most of these old houses had, except this one reminded
her….what was it? Like a pair of red kidneys strung together – she
laughed at the thought then changed her mind. They appeared like
fallopian tubes with ovaries attached. Was it an artist’s sense of
humour or some kind of tradition?
No door bell, so she picked up the brass knocker and rattled it
against its rest, not so loud and probably hard to hear inside. No
footsteps, no echo, nothing – she couldn’t remember who she was
supposed to meet here from the Estate Agents. Stepping back almost
to the gate she peered upwards at the three story middle terraced
house and the rain hit her square in the face; there were no tell-tale
lights to show anyone’s presence.
“Oh, please don’t let me down after the trouble it took to get this
far!” It was a whisper mumbled under her breath.
The voice behind her made her jump. “Sorry I’m late,” and she
turned to find a smallish man, nondescript in every sense of the
word – looking like an Estate Agent template – average height,
average build, almost completely grey in suit and mac, his thinning
hair exposing his pink scalp to the elements.
“The traffic,” he wheezed it as if it would explain his lateness.
Was it a joke? What ‘traffic’ was there any on the roads in that rural
part of the world?
“Mr…?” she asked.
“Jones, call me Gethin,” he spoke with the slight lilt of an accent.
He was smiling that smile she was so used to on meeting people
especially of the male variety – the face spoke of ‘let’s get friendly’
and he stuck out a hand which she didn’t want to touch, but it would
have been rude not to. Then the expected limp hand shake, more of
a feel of her hand than a welcome shake. She pulled back and slid
her hand down her jeans at her side just below where her short,
inadequate for the weather, jacket finished, and wiped her palm – it
was a reflex action.
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“You have the keys?” she asked as he made no move to unlock
the door; he stood looking at her. She omitted her own introduction
because she had given a completely fake name when she telephoned.
If it was the start of searching for somewhere to live, she didn’t
want to leave a trail of places where she could be identified by her
own name. Not that she was used to using her own name; it had
been a long time since she heard herself say it.
The FOR SALE sign knocked into the front ‘yard’ creaked as a
gust of icy wind swept its way down Alpaidd Terrace. Gethin Jones
squeezed past her, making her stand back from the porch where
she had stepped out of the rain. He produced a bunch of keys from
his pocket with the inevitable parcel label tag - the address written
on it. It took him a couple of tries to find the right key and it told her
either she was the first to view it or he hadn’t been before, she
suspected given the size of the village that it could be both.
Then he ventured, “Have you come far?”
First she wanted to laugh at the predictability fill-in question
and it crossed her mind to say, “Yes, all the way from Dubai, so can
we get on with it?” She just smiled and offered, “No, not really,” and
left it at that looking at his hand with the key in the lock, willing him
to open the door and let them inside out of the cold and the wet –
did it always rain like this in Wales?
He seemed to take the hint and finally opened the door; he
waited for her to squeeze past him again. She made that ‘after you’
gesture with her hands as if she were trying to push him forwards.
He seemed to understand and walked into the hallway where she
saw an old fashioned hall dresser with coat hooks and a mirror.
“Oh!” she sounded surprised. “I thought it was unfurnished?”
He seemed apologetic. “Yes, well it is, really,” he began to
stutter. “Although there are one or two pieces still here….”
“So what does that mean?”
“Actually, we thought rather than get someone to shift them, it
would be advantageous to leave them, you know, to show how
homely it could be. And depending on whether it went as a sale or a
let…..” he trailed off apparently believing no further explanation was
necessary.
“I see,” she said noncommittally examining the hall stand
thinking it was quite quaint. “So if whoever should buy the place, are
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they included in the price?” Let’s see if you’re on the fiddle Mr Jones,
she thought.
“Yes, of course,” he seemed embarrassed now or maybe he
wasn’t used to a woman as young as she was being so outspoken.
“And if they don’t want them?” she asked and waited for him to
squirm again – he didn’t. Instead he merely added, “We’ll have them
removed.”
He scrutinised her as if he were trying to penetrate her
thoughts, couldn’t and gave up as she stared him out. She thought
“no you won’t get the better of me, I’m well versed in your sort of
dealings.” Her thoughts flicked to United Arab Emirates and the
many frustrating contacts she’d had in a world where women do
not negotiate house buying or indeed any form of every day
arrangements.
It had been a world where men dealt only with men and if a
workman or crew arrived to attend a maintenance job, a woman
would be ordered to vacate the house whilst they dealt with it.
Especially if she was there on her own.
He moved down the hall and pushed open the first door just
before the stairs rose in front of them.
“The lounge,” he announced as she entered the front room. It
was small with a stone fire place and a log burning stove in the
centre of the hearth – it seemed cold and empty. The house felt cold.
“Does the house have central heating?”
“Yes,” he pulled the door back to show a small radiator behind
it. “Stone houses tend to feel cold when the heating is off.”
She walked past him through another door into a small dining
room, it contained an old sideboard and a small table with two chairs,
both had seen better days. Once again he seemed embarrassed and
his hand waved taking in the worn furniture. “A couple of things still
here,” coughing as he stated the obvious.
“Well actually Mr Jones, maybe not a bad thing to have,” she
offered walking over to the sideboard she opened one of the draws
– it contained only a few pieces of paper, a paper clip and an old
pencil. “My own furniture is currently in transit and I don’t really
know when it will arrive,” she said. “When it does,” she thought, “I
need to have somewhere to have it delivered to.”
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“Oh, I see,” he commented and she waited for him to ask more
questions, but he didn’t or probably felt it expedient to keep quiet –
he looked like he was beginning to get the feeling he might be close
to an actual sale.
The next door led to a small kitchen which was compact and
reasonably new or as she thought “it will do for now.” The place felt
small, then she was comparing it to the villa she had rented in Al
Ain, eight bedrooms and as many bathrooms, toilets and showers
and hers had only been a small villa. They built them big out there
for large families and the inevitable servants. She would get used to
smaller and would need to reassess the furniture she had kept and
sent in transit. She might even have to start again.
He took her on a tour of the rest of the house, two more floors
the top one was one complete room with an en-suite bathroom. It
was huge, although it might be hard to get her very large bed all the
way up to the top. The second floor had two more rooms and a
bathroom on the landing.
When they finally came back to the ground floor she enquired,
“And the price is as you quoted?”
“Yes,” he confirmed and waited.
“I’d like to place an offer,” she told him. “And the transaction will
be cash – does that suit you?”
She saw his face flick a smile which he controlled very quickly. It
was at that point she wondered why it hadn’t sold. “Subject to
surveys,” she added to see if that made any difference.
“Yes, of course,” he said watching her. “Are you able to come to
the office tomorrow?”
“So he wants to get a quick sale,” she thought, “suits me.” She
had already decided she could move in straight away, buy a futon to
sleep on whilst she cleaned the place and waited for her stuff to
arrive. The quicker she moved on, the less likely she was to be
followed. It was a sufficiently isolated place in the wilds of Wales
nestling in the mountains, somewhere to become lost in.
“Yes, tomorrow is good for me.”
When she left and turned to walk away he asked her if she
needed a lift. She declined, saying she was okay. Nonetheless he
stood and watched her walking down the street; she turned at the
next available corner, as if she had parked a car there.
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She didn’t want him to know where she was staying, which was
the only available hotel in the neighbourhood. It was surprisingly
close and she found that it was quicker walking back, having
completely lost her bearings. It was almost just around the corner.
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